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Let k be a positive integer k > 2. Let N be a positive integer prime to k! and 
prime to the exact denominator of the kth Bernoulli number B,. Let C?(N) be the 
non-split Cartan subgroup of GI,(Z(N)). Let R,V., be the integral group ring over 
Ck(N). Let jE C?(N) be -1. Let em = (1 -j)/2 and e+ = (1 +j)/Z. Under the 
action of j, R,V,, decomposes as the direct sum of +I and -1 eigenspaces which we 
will denote by R,t.k and R;,.kr respectively. In what follows, we define an ideal Pk,.,, 
of R,V,, which is of finite index in R.;,k for k odd and which is of finite index in 
(R,;,k),, for k even. Furthermore, we use the methods developed by VJ. Sinnott [Ann. 
of Math. 108 (1978), 107-1341 to compute these indices. It should be remarked 
that this paper extends the results of Kubert and Lang [Math. Ann. 237 (1978), 
213-2321. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
For the convenience of the reader? we compile those definitions and 
notations which we will use throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let {GnlnEs be a projective system of finite abelian 
groups. For each n E S let 
where R is a fixed abelian group. Then we say that the U,, form a 
distribution (R-valued) if for each projection map 
we have 
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In this paper we will work with the projective system 
Here of course the set Z ’ has the partial ordering 
M>N iff NIM. 
We now recall the definition of the Cartan groups C”(N). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 05 be the ring of integers in the unique unramified 
extension of degree k over Q,. Let 
Ok(N) = n OilNO:,. 
PlAV 
We define Ck(Nj to be the group of units in Ok(N). In other words 
Ck(N) = (Ok(N))*. 
Following Kubert and Lang we identify Ck(N) with a subgroup of 
GL,(Z(N)) as follows. Let plN and let pr be the highest power of p which 
divides N. Choose a basis for Oi/p’Oi over Z/p’Z. We can then embed 
Ck(p’) in GL,(Z(p’)) via the regular representation. One then embeds 
Ck(N) in GL,(Z(N)) by taking a product over p’(N. This embedding is not 
canonical but depends on the choice of basis. Once and for all make a choice 
of an embedding and identify Ck(N) with its image in G,!,,(N). 
DEFINITIQN 1.3. Let e, be the column vector 
Define 
G?(N) = (a E GL,(N)I ae, = e! mod N), 
G:(N)*= {uEGL,(N)/eTcr=e;modN}. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let (a,, . . . . ak) E (Z/NZ)“. We say that [a,,..., ak) is a 
primitive vector modulo N if (a, ,..., uk) has order N. 
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DEFINITION 1.5. We let Z$,, be the subset of (Z(N))k consisting of all 
primitive vectors. 
The following characterization of the primitive vectors is often useful. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let (a, ,..., ak) E (Z/NZ)k. Let b, ,..., b, E L s.t. 
bi = a, m.od N, i = l,..., k. 
Then (a, ,..., ak) is primitive mod&o N iff 
g.c.d. (b, ,..., b,, N) = 1. 
ProoJ: This is clear. 
The next lemma enables us to parametrize the elements of Ck(ZV) in a 
particularly simple way. 
LEMMA 1.7. Consider the mappings 
Ck(N) X G,m(N) --) GL,(N), 
G?(N)” x Ck(N) --f GL,(N) 
given by (a, /I) --f a/3. Then these mappings are isomorphisms of sets. 
ProoJ: This is a standard fact. See, for example, Kubert and Lang [2, 
pp. ISO-1811. 
In view of this lemma we see that Ck(N) may be parametrized by the 
primitive vectors Zz,k in two distinct ways. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let a E Z,$,k. If a is considered as a row vector let 
oa E Ck(N) 
denote the unique element of Ck(N) such that 
e;a, = a. 
If a is a column vector let 
denote the unique element of Ck(Nj such that 
w,e, = a. 
The mappings CL-+ on, a+ o, give rise to bijections between Z,*., and 
Ck(N). 
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Therefore we see that R,,, = Z[C”(N)] may be identified as a L-moduie 
with the group of elements of the form 
s m(a)Ga, where m(u) E Z. 
a EG.k 
This description of R,,, will be crucial in the following sections of this 
paper. 
It should be noted that Z(N)* is contained in Ck(N) as a canonical 
subgroup. When Ck(N) is embedded in GL,(N) by the regular representation 
then Z(N)” is embedded along the diagonal. Hence if t E Z(N)* then 
G, is the unique element of C”(N) 
s.t. 
eta, = (t, 0 ,..., 0) mod N. 
In fact CT, = tl,, where I, is the k x k identity matrix. 
2. THE KUBERT-LANG DISTRIBL'TION ON (C&(N)} 
In this section we follow Kubert and Lang (31 and define a distribution on 
the projective system 
By restriction to the primitive vectors Zz,, we induce a twisted distribution 
on the projective system 
LEMMA 2.1. Let N(M. Then reduction mod N induces homomorphisms 
~,v..v: GL,(W + GL,(N), 
x ,w,,v: CkWf) + C”(N) (by restriction). 
Similarly reduction mod N induces the projection maps 
71 .bfi.n.: (Z/MZ)” -+ (Z/NZ)k 
x1.1 ,‘V* . Z.&k * G.k (by restriction). 
Proof: This is clear. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let a E (Z/NZ)k. Define 
T,(a) = ae, mod N. 
(Here a is a row vector). For o E C?(N) define 
T,(a) = TN(eTo) = e;ue, mod N. 
As in Kubert and Lang, we use the maps T, to construct a distribution on 
{ @Pwk I* 
LEMMA 2.3. Let M, NE L ’ N/M. Then for a E (Z/NZ)k we have 
Here Bk(x) is the kth Bernoulli poijmomial and (x) is the fractional part of 
XE [O, 1)forxEQ. 
Proof. See Kubert and Lang 13, Theorem 2.1, pp. 37, 381. 
We now see what these relations imply for the projective system {Ck(N)}. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a posititre integer and p a prime number. Let 
(so E C”(M). Consider the sum 
If (M,p) = 1 this sum is equal to 
If plM this sum is equal to 
ProoJ For the convenience of the reader we give this proof in full. First 
of all note that Tjw(a,) = T&l) so we work with primitive vectors rather 
than elements of the Cartan group. 
Case 1. Assume p(M. Let /I = (b[,..., bk) be primitive mod M. Suppose 
a E (Z/MPZ)~ is +3 mod M. Pick an integral vector (a,,..., ak) such that 
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I a z (a ,,.. ~, ak) mod M. Then (a, ,..., CIJ =p mod M. Hence the g.c.d. 
(0 1 ,.“9 ak, M) = 1 since p is primitive of level M. Since piM 
g.c.d. (a, ,..., uk, A&) = 1. 
Hence by Lemma 1.6, a is primitive of level Mp. Our claim now follows by 
Lemma 2.3. 
Case 2. Assume (p, M) = 1. Let /I = (b, ,..., b,) be primitive mod M. Let 
a = (a, ,..., a,J E (Z/MpZ)” be z/3 mod M but assume a is not primitive 
mod Mp. We first show that u is unique. Since a is not primitive mod Mp, by 
Lemma 1.6 we can write 
a -pa’ mod Mp 
for some vector a’. Suppose 
E’-pmod M C? not primitive of level Mp. 
Then 
CT-~&~ modMp for some vector 6’. 
Therefore 
a-r?-OmodM 
and 
a-E-p(a’-E’)modMp. 
Since (p, M) = 1 this implies 
a = d(mod Mp) 
as claimed. Since (p, M) = 1, p-l acts on Z-G,, by multiplication. Therefore 
p-“/3 is well defined. Pick c?‘E Z.$p,k such that 
c?rp-‘pmodki. 
Then 
and 
pa”r/lmodMp 
pdi is not primitive modulo Mp, 
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Therefore we have 
by Lemma 2.3. 
Now 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
3. THE STICKELBERGER IDEAL 
In this section we will define the Stickelberger ideal for k even and k odd. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let N be a positive integer. Let d be a divisor of N. We 
say that d is an admissible divisor of N and we write d//N if 
(d, N/d) = 1. 
We shall often use the letterfto denote the quotient N/d for d an admissible 
divisor of N. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let dl(N and d # N. We define elements of Q[Ck(N)] 
as follows 
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where 
$ B;(x) = +l,(x) - $B,. 
One should note that we have defined both a primed and an unprimed 8. 
The reason for this will become clear in the next sections of this paper. The 
unprimed 8,V,k’s have nice properties on the projective system {G”(N)]. On 
the other hand, the primed 19’s have easily understood integrality properties, 
For k odd and k > 3 we have 
This fact makes our analysis especially easy in this case. For k even, 
however, we must relate the primed and the unprimed elements. This will be 
done in Section 5. 
DEFINITION 3,3. Let S,v,, be the R,,,-module generated over R,,, by the 
elements B,V,,(d) for d\lN d # N. Let S;., be the R,,,-module generated over 
R .V.k by the elements O,b,,(d) for dll N, d # N. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Define _4p,,, by 
Define P’j.,, by 
9’ 
N.k 
=S’ OR. 
N.k 3.k’ 
We call P,r.k the Stickelberger ideal and .Y;~,k the augmented Stickelberger 
ideal. 
LEMMA 3.5. For k odd we have LfTV,k~ R!v.~. For k even we have 
/ :gr I ,: L - R,Vt,k. Furthermore for k even, tile have xV5k c (R.V.k)O+. In general, if 
S is a subset of an integral group ring, then by S, M’e mean those elements of 
S degree zero. 
Proof Assume k is odd. Clearly it is enough to check that 
For k odd, the Bernoulli polynomial composed with < ) is an odd function. 
The above formula follows immediately from this fact. Assume k is even. 
then Rk<x) is an even function. Hence 
0-L @v,,(d) = 4&O 
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This proves that YNVk c RGvk. We now consider 
deg fh,k(4. 
By definition 
Let f =prs with (p’, s) = 1. Then 
by Lemma 2.4. 
Now 
as claimed. 
4. INTEGRALITY PROPERTIES OF THE 8;,.k(d) 
In this section we show how to integralize B,&,,(d). This enables us to 
compute the index 
(s;,k: p;,k)* 
The fundamental lemma is the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let d/j N. Assume that if 2/N then 4/N. 
Pick t _= 0 mod pord~v+ord~k for pJd and t s d mod pordflN+ordpk for p( N but 
(p, d) = 1. Then 
ekk(d) - tek,k(i > E RN.k n %,k = L.h,ka 
ProoJ It is clearly enough to show that 
E,(N, a, d) =f k-L +B; 
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Because (l/k) B;(x) maps Z, to Z,, E,(N, a, d) is p-integral for (p, N) = 1. 
For convenience we list now two well-known facts which we will use 
immediately. 
(1) Letpp Let a,bE Z and kE L+. Then 
(a + bf)k - ak E 0 modpO%f’Ord$. 
(2) Let p IN, then for i = 2,.... k 
Ni-1 5 -I-B~ 
i j / k 
is p-integral. 
We see (2) as 
Now for ord, j < ordp k, ((k - j)/j) is a p-unit. In particular for 
i - 1 < ord, k and j < i - 1 we have ord, j < ord, k, hence 
ord, = ord, k - ord, i. 
Hence for i - I < ord, k 
ord, pp1 (r )-$Bi)>i- 1 -ord,i-ord,Bi 
> i - 2 - ord, i by Van Staudt 
>O unless i =p = 2. 
In this case we use the hypothesis that 4/N: i.e., 
On the other hand, for i - 1 > ord, k we have 
ord, (@-’ (: )iBi)>i- 1 -ordpk-ordpBi 
> i - ord, k - 2 
> 0. 
by Van Staudt 
This demonstrates (2). 
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Now we write 
E,(N, a,d)= y fk-’ ;; (;)Bi+(+)X-i-Nk-lt( ;)B,t(;)k-i. 
We write 
for some integer 6, 
Then 
k-l i-l 
E,(N, a,d)= E 
(a + bf)k-i -Ni-ltak-i 
i=O 
k-l 
= x (dl-i(a + bf)k-i _ tak-') Ni-l 
i=O 
= d(a + bjJk - tak 
kN 
k-l 
+ y (dl-i(a+bf)k-i-tak-i)Ni-’ 
LI 
i=l 
Case 1. Suppose pl N and (p, d) = 1. Then by assumption t = d 
modp oG”+ord&. Hence 
d(a + bf )” - tak 
kN 
is p-integral 
iff 
d((a + bf)k -a”) = 0 modp”‘d~kN. 
This now follows from (1) and the assumption that d/IN. 
Now for i = 2,...,k- 1, N’-‘( :)(1/k) Bi is p-integral by (2). Hence we 
need only consider the term i = 1 which equals 
(a + bf)k-’ - take1 
2 
Clearly we are okay unless p = 2 in which case t = 1 mod 2, f = 0 mod 2 and 
things are fine. Hence 
E,(N, a, 4 is p-integral in this case. 
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Case 2. pld. 
k-l 
- 2 t&‘N’-’ ( :) 
i=F 
Since d(jN, (S,p) = 1 so fk-‘(l/k) B,@/f) is p-inregral. For i = 2,..., k - i 
each term in the sum is p-integral. For i = 1, t = 0 modp so this term is 
always p-integral. Finally for i = 0 
<jkN isp-integral since t z 0 modpord@‘k. 
This shows that E,(N, CI, d) is p-integral and concludes the proof. 
Therefore E,(N, a, d) is p-integral for all p. Hence 
E,(N, a, d) E E 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 4.2. Consider the mapping 
q: Rx., + s,b,k/y&.k 
giuerz by q(r) = rf3;,,( 1). Then a, is surjective and induces an isomorphism 
Proof: By Lemma 4.1 we have 
q(dcr,) = d@;,,,(l) = B,Lqk(d) mod Yi;.k. 
Since the B;,,,(d) generate S.b,, over RAr,E; the lemma is c!ear. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Define I,W,k = Ker q. Then I.,.,, is the ideal of R,,,, 
whose elements y satisfy 
.@k,k@) E hr.,. 
The next lemma gives a better description of I,-,. 
LEMMA 4.4. ~,+kcNj m(a) oa = r is an element 0fIiV.k $and only if 
T- m(a)(aJl, + .+. akPk)k E O(N) for all p E qk ~ 
a EZ;.,k 
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ProoJ: Recall that if a E Zzak then by definition oa E C?(N) is that 
unique element such that 
e~o,=a=(a,,...,a,)modN 
Now by definition 
Then 
Here q,,(a/?) is taken to mean 
Wvg)- 
Now (Jo = wg, for some primitive column vector fi’. The above sum becomes 
w~.Ec?(N) u&@(N) 
Nk-‘m(a) + B; (( TN@fi”))) (WJl. 
Hence r E Ilv,, iff 
c Nk-‘m(a) $B; 
o,d%w 
(( TN(>‘vD’))) E z, tip’ E z,$k. (*) 
Let a = (a, ,..., ak), let ,6 = (,O, ,..., /?k)t. Then 
T,(u, WbJ) = alp, -t .a* akBk mod N 
and 
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Recalling the definition of B;(x), (*) becomes 
For (p, N) = 1, (*) is p-integral because we are working with the 
(l/k)B;(x). Therefore assume PIN. Since (2,N) = 1 each term with i > 1 is 
already p-integral (by Von Staudt and (k, N) = I). Therefore we must only 
check the i = 0 term. But this is p-integral iff 
s m(a)(aJ?, + ... a$$ = 0 mod N 
a %tr,k 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 4.5. Assume (N, k!) = 1, then 
I,,,,k = c m(a) (J, E RN,k(r m(a) P(a) = 0 mod N , 
i 
where P runs over the set of monomials of degree k in k variables. 
Proof. Let r E IN,k with 
r=xm(a)c3,. 
Then 
x m(a)(alP1 + .-- akPk)” E 0 mod N 
a 
for all primitive vectors (PI :..., Pk). 
This sum may be re-expressed as 
~~m(a)P(a)P(p) ti)=OmodN. 
P u 
Here (i ) denotes the multinomial coefficient appearing before the monomial 
P. Let 
A,= x m(a) P(a). 
a 
Then 
x A, P(p) E 0 mod N for all primitive vectors p. 
481’7511.7 
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We now show that this implies 
A,-OmodA? 
Consider ‘he polynomial 
Q(x, ,-.-, x/J = s A,P(x , )...) x/J E L/M [x, ,...) XJ. 
P 
As a function of Z<$,, 
a(x) = 0. 
We now show that this implies Q(xl,...: xk) = 0 as an element of 
z/m [x1 ,..., xk]. Let Sz be the submodule of L/NZ [x ,,..., xn] generated by 
monomials of degree m. Assume n, m ,< k. In particular 
Q.(xl ‘..., XJJ E s;. 
We now show that if R(x, ,..., x,) E Si and if 
R(X)=0 on ZZ,n 
then 
R(.lc, )...) XJ = 0 
as a polynomial. 
We proceed by induction. The claim is trivially true for 57: and S:. 
Suppose the claim is true for n < n, and m < m,. Assume 
R(x, ,...) xn,) E SITi, with n, <n, and m, <m, 
and R(X) = 0 as a function of primitive vectors mod N. Write 
R (x, ,..., x,,) = -? xi q(x2 ,..., x,,). 
JTO 
Let C,%,...,Pn,) b e P rimitive of level N. Then for any t E Z/NZ 
(t, P2 ?*-Tv P,) is still primitive. 
By assumption 
R(t: Pz ,..., p,,> = ? 
j50 
t’r@ z ,..., /3,,) = 0 mod N. 
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Since (N, k!) = 1 and k > m, a simple Vandermonde argument shows that 
we must have 
rj(/3, ,..., /I,,) = 0 mod N. 
Since (p, ,...) /I,,) was an arbitrary primitive vector we see that 
7-j(X) = 0 on primitive vectors mod N. 
Now Yj(X*...., x,,-1. ) E Sz,:;. For j > 1 this implies, by our inductive 
hypothesis, that 
Hence as a polynomial 
R(X ,r..-, x,,) = rg(xz )...) XJ. 
R(X, 3...) x,,,) has no x, dependence. By symmetry 
R(x, Y..., x,,) 
is constant and therefore is zero. This concludes the inductive step. Since 
Qf,u 1 ,..., xk) E St and 
Q(X)=0 
as a function on Z$,, we conclude Q(xl,..., xk) = 0 as a polynomial. 
Therefore each 
A,=OmodN. 
Since (k!, N) = 1, we have 
Therefore Y - ia EZ,,,k m(a) P(a) = 0 mod N for each monomial P as claimed. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let s be a positive integer. Let A be a submodule oJf 
(Z/‘N.Z)‘. Let ( , ) be th e standard inner product on (Z/NS)‘, i.e., IY 
a = (a, ,..=, a,) and /3 = (6, ,..., 6,) then 
(a,p)=a,b,+..-a,b,. 
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Suppose A is a proper submodule. Then 3p # (0, O,..., 0) E (Z/NZ)s such 
that 
(,B,u)=O forallaEA. 
Prooj This is a standard result. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let s = the number of monomials of degree k in k variables. 
Then for (N, k!) = 1 we have 
lRv,klIN>k I = NS- 
ProoJ Consider the map 
given by 
This map is injective by Lemma 4.5. We now demonstrate surjectivity. Let 
/l(Rh,,k/lN,k) = A. By Lemma 4.6 it is enough to show that 
@,A)=O=~p=(0,0 ,..., 0). 
Therefore choose p = (BP)P which annihilates A under the dot product. Let a 
be any primitive vector. Then 
Co, WL)) = (P, VW),) = 0. 
Therefore 
2 B, P(a) = 0 for all primitive vectors a. 
P 
In view of Lemma 4.5 this implies 
B,=OmodN. 
Therefore 
p= 0. 
This proves our lemma. 
COROLLARY. We have Si;,kf9k)Ej,k = NS, where s = the number of 
monomials of degree k in k variables. 
Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.7, 
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5. COMPUTATION OF THE INDEX (S,v,,:~v.,) 
In Section 4 we computed the index 
(So,,: ~h,k). 
If k is odd and >3 then 
(S‘W,,: zv,k) = c%,: ~~,k) 
so there is nothing new to compute. For k even, however, we must find 
another way of relating these indices. We begin with the following general 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let G be an arbitrary finite group. Let R be any ring 
and consider the group ring R[G]. If H is a subset of G we define 
s(H) = x CJ. 
OEH 
Furthermore we define the augmentation homomorphism 
deg: R[G] -+ R 
by 
Note that for (x E R[G] we have 
s(G) a = deg us(G). 
Finally if J is any ideal of R [G] we define 
J,= (aEJ\dega=Oj. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let J,v,k be defined as follows. 
J,v,k = S,,, + (I/k) B,s(C”(Nj) Z. 
Note. fN,k also equals SA,,, + (l/k) Bks(P(N)) Z. 
We use the module J,v,k to relate S,V,, and S;,,. First we compute (J-v.,: 
4J.k c--l 4v.k). 
LEMMA 5.3. Consider the map 
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defined by 
y(r, t> = r&,,(l) + t(l/k) B,@yN)). 
Then y is surjective. Furthermore if I is the exact denominator of (l/k) B, 
then 
Ker y = I,V,, x IZ. 
Proof. We have 
Ada, 9 0) = d&,,(l) 
= B;,.,(d) mod JN,l, n R,,, . 
Hence the image of y contains S.k,,. Hence y is surjective. We now determine 
ker y. Suppose 
r@h,k(l) + t(W) 4ACk(W E RN,,. 
Let 
Then each 
m(a) E m [ l/N]. 
But 
iff 
m(a) + t(l/k) B, E Z for all a. 
Since (N, Z) = 1 we must have 
m(a) E Z and t(l/k) B, E Z. 
Therefore r E I,,, and t E IZ as claimed. 
COROLLARY. 
(JN,k: JNVk n R,,,) = IN’. 
ProoJ: This is immediate. 
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LEMMA 5.3. 
Vv.G JN,k n RN,,) = (wkow.v,,: s(ckv9)(J.v,k fiR,V.k)) 
x ((JN,kh: (J&k f-7 R.V.kM~ 
Proof This is a specific instance of Lemma 8.1. 
LE~IMA 5.4. 
In View of Lemma 5.3’ it is enough to show that 
t(J.v.do : (J.\r.k f-%,do) = tS1v.k : %,d 
MC”(W) J.,r,li: WkWMJ,v., A R.v.d) = 1. 
Recall that by definition 
J,v.k = S,h,,, + (l/k) B,s(Ck(N)) Z. 
By Lemma 3.5 we know that 
S N,k c (kkh. 
Since (l/k) Bks(Ck(N)) h as non-zero degree, we conclude 
s,v., = (J,v,do, 
Furthermore we see that 
(J,“,,nR.~,~)O=S,~,knRi\‘.k=~.k. 
This proves *. 
We now compute 
s(Ck(N)) J?j,k = s@?(N)) Sw.k + s(Ck(N))(+) B&?(N)) z 
= (l/k) B, 1 Ck(fv)( s(Ck(AJjj Z by Lemma 3.5, 
By Lemma 5.3 we have 
sWkW)Mv,, n%,,) 
= l,V’,,e,:~,k(l) s(Ck(N)) + (Ilk) B, / Ck(Nj( s(ck(N))o (**:*) 
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But 
Therefore 
B’N,k(l) =8,,,(l) -Nk-l(l/k)Bks(CR(N)). 
s(ck(N)) 6’;,,(l) = -Nk-‘(l/k) B, 1 Ck(N)I s(Ck(N)). 
Therefore 
and 
*** = ((deg ZN,k) Nk-‘, Z)$B, 1 Ck(N)( s(Ck(N)) 
** = ((deg ZN,k) Nk-‘, I). 
NOW (N, I) = 1. Furthermore, we have by Lemma 4.4 
So degZ,.,IN* (deglN,,,I)= 1. Therefore 
** = 1 
and our claim is proved. 
6. A SPECIAL MODULE U 
In this section we begin to develop methods which will enable us to 
compute the index of Stickelberger ideals for composite N. Our methods are 
taken from Sinnott [5]. Once and for all fix N and k. Of course we assume 
(as before) (N, k!) = 1. It should be noted, however, that this condition is 
imposed by our earlier considerations and that Sinnott’s methods apply for 
arbitrary N and k. For the sake of brevity we shall sometimes omit the 
subscripts on R,,,, eNVk, SA.,k. We also abbreviate Ck(N) as C(N) when 
convenient. It should be kept in mind that most of the symbols we will work 
with do have some dependence on N and k. We begin with a series of 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 6.1. Let x be a character of Ck(N). We define a ring 
homomorphism 
p,: C [ Ck(N)] --f C 
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DEFINITION 6.2. For x a character of Ck(N) we define 
This is the idempotent associated to x. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let x be a character on Ck(N). We will denote the 
conductor of x by f,. To each x we can then associate a primitive character 
x’ on Ck(fxj. Since (Z/‘g)* c C”W;) it makes sense to consider 
x’(d) for any d E i. 
Of course 
f(d) = 0 if (f,, d) # I. 
By abuse of notation we write 
x(4 =x’(d) fordE Z. 
DEFINITION 6.4. Let p be a prime dividing N and let pa, i(N. Len 
C, c C?(N) be defined as follows 
C, = { y E Ck(N) 1 y = 1 mod N/p”?}. 
DEFINITION 6.5. Let p]N and let p”pllN. Choose 1 E (I/NZj” c C”(N) 
such that 
t = 1 modp”p. 
t =p mod Nfp”~. 
Define 
Let 
2, = (5,. 
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LEMMA 6.6. We haue for any x on Ck(N) 
P,(Q =x(p). 
ProoJ: Let 1 be a character on Ck(N) with conductor f,. 
Case 1. Assume pl fx. Then (N/p*“, fx) #fx and x is non-trivial on C,. 
Therefore 
as claimed. 
P,WJ> = 0 =x’(P) =X(P) 
Case 2. Assume plif,. Since f,] N, fxl (N/pup). Hence x is trivial on C,. 
Therefore 
G) ( ) = 1. px ICpl 
Now 
But t -p mod N/pap and f,] (N/pup). Therefore 
t=p modf, 
and x(0,) =2(p) = i(p) as claimed. 
DEFINITION 6.7. Let x be a character of Ck(N) with conductor fx. Let n 
be a multiple offx. We define 
$B,,,,, = c nk-l 
YEC (n) 
kBk 
In particular, we define 
+ Bk,x,fx = +,,,I 
where x’ is the primitive character associated with x. 
LEMMA 6.8. If k and x’ have the same par& then 
$ B,,,, # 0. 
Proqf: See Kubert and Lang [4, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2.21. 
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LEMMA 6.9. Let x be a character of Ck(N). Let f, be the conductor qfx 
atid let f,j n, Then 
Proof, We proceed by induction on the number of prime factors of n/yxO 
If II=& then pin=-plf, so x(p)=x’(p)=O. Therefore (l/k)Bk,,Yj7= 
i l/k) B,.,, as claimed. 
It is enough to verify the following. 
Case 1. Let p In. Then 
$Bk.,,p, =pk-’ +Bk.,.n. 
We have 
Therefore 
as claimed. 
Case 2, Assume (p, n) = 1. Then 
Again we write 
106 
by Lemma 2.4 
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as claimed. 
DEFINITION 6.9. Define CD E C [C”(N)] by 
DEFINITION 6.10. Let f//N. Define Hf by 
H,= {YE Ck(N)ly= 1 mod(f)]. 
Let c+= s(Hf) n,,, (P~P)~-’ (1 - CJ, where p”p(j N. Let U= U,,, be the 
R,,,-module generated over R,,, by the elements CY,=. 
LEMMA 6.11. 
Proof: We omit subscripts for convenience. First we show that 
sew-u. 
Clearly it is enough to check that 
B(d) = co - as for dlJ N d # N and f = N/d. 
To verify this we simply check that 
@W)) = P,@ . cry> for all x of Ck(N). 
Case 1. Assume x = 1. Then 
&(W)) = deg(W)) = 0 by Lemma 3.5. 
But pi(w) = 0 so 
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Case 2. Assume x f 1 and f&E Then 
To see this, pick y E C?(N) such that 
Then 
But 
Now y E 1 modf- y@ E ,8 modf so 
Therefore 
q(d) = 8(d), 
as claimed. Now consider 
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IC"(W 1 B, 
p,@(d)) =ick(f)l h.x.f 
ICk(N)I k-l 
=Ick(f)lf 
a+'(1 -,p),~f!b& . 
X 
On the other hand, 
P,(“1’ . a> = +f~,x(s(Hf)) Ff pa+‘)(l -f(p)). 
X 
But 
P,(WfN = c 
y=ltf) 
X(Y) = lHfl= g$ 
P,(Qw=Px(w. elf> 
as claimed. This demonstrates that S G c.~ . U. Finally w . o, = 
os(Ck(N)) = 0. Hence 
as claimed. 
LEMMA 6.12. U c Q[Ck(N)] and is isomorphic to .Z ‘Ck(ly” as an abelian 
group. 
ProoJ Clearly OP and s(Hf) lie in Q[ Ck(N)]. Hence so does U. Let I’be 
the subspace of Q[Ck(N)] g enerated by U. Then Pis an ideal. It is enough to 
show that p,(?) # 0 for each character x of C”(N). For x = 1, p,(ol) # 0. For 
x # 1, let [f,] be the admissible divisor of N divisible by exactly those primes 
dividing f,. Then 
Px(“cfxl) = I Ck([j-,I)/ 
I C”(N)I n 
p,fxp 
Wk- I)( 1 -x(~) 
#O since z(p) = 0 for eachp If,. 
This proves the lemma. 
7. THE FACTORIZATION OF THE ODULE u 
LEMMA 7.1. C?(N) is the internal direct product of the groups C,. Iu 
fact, [ffli N then 
Proof: This follows immediately from the definition of C?(N)- 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let plN. Define UP to be the IZV.!, = lit-modz!e 
generated over R by s(C,) and the elements p’k-“a,(l - OPj. In other words, 
U,=s(C,)R +p”+“(l -5,JR. 
Note that UP c a[C(N)J. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let A be an R submodule of Q[Ck(N)]. Let pi N. Defir,e 
t’~={u~Q[C~(lV)]/a=uawithuECbandaE~}. 
Then U9A is a~ R-submodule of lQ[C”(N)]. 
ProoJ By definition 
U,A = s(C,) A +p”P(kp”(l - cQ) A. 
From this expression the lemma is clear. 
DEFINITION 7.4. Let N== &,,z;p. From now on the letters T-, r’ andp (2 
for prime) will denote divisors of N. For each rjfi define 
ALSO define 
u, =R.v,k. 
c, = {l). 
LEMMA 7.5. We have U,= U and CF= Ck(N). 
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ProoJ By Lemma 7.1, CF= C?(N). Furthermore, by definition U, is 
generated over R by elements of the form 
rI S(CP) I-I P d- “( 1 - Cp), 
PES P&F 
where S ranges over all subsets of primes dividing N. 
But if we let f be the admissible divisor of N divisible by exactly those 
primes not in S then 
Hence we see that U, is actually generated by the ur for f/l N. Therefore 
U,= U as claimed. 
LEMMA 7.6. Each U, is a free Z-module of rank ) Ck(N)j . 
Proof, This follows immediately from Lemma 7.5 and the criterion of 
Lemma 6.12. 
8. THE EVALUATION OF [e-R: e-U] AND [e+RO: e+U,] 
We now find it convenient to recall the definition of the symbol 
[A: B] 
as in Simott [5]. 
DEFINITION 8.1. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over Q. Let 
A and B be free L-submodules of V. If A n B has finite index in both A and 
B we define 
[A:B]=IA/AnBI.IB/Af-M-‘. 
The symbol [A: B] has the following important properties. 
PROPERTY 1. If BGA, [A:B] is defined if, and only if B is of finite 
index in A. If this is the case, then 
[A:B]=(A:B)=(A/BI. 
PROPERTY 2. [A: B] is defined if and only if the Q-span of A is equal to 
the Q-span of B. 
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PROPERTY 3. Let A, B, and C be three free Z-submodules of V, Iftwa of 
the indices [A: B], [B: C] are defined then so is the third [A: &] in which 
case 
[A: C] = [AA: B]\B: C]. 
We now state an important multiplication lemma for the symbo! [A: B], 
[A: B] = [A,: B,][ctA: dj. 
Proofs This is Lemma 6.1 of Simmott 15, p. I3 11~ 
In this section we will evaluate the generalized indices je-R: e-V] and 
je-R,: eimU,]. This is done in the following way. We will see that 
[e-R: e-I,:i and [e’.R,: e’U,] are related in a simple way. Therefore we wi9 
First compute [e-R: eP U]. To this end, we choose an ordering of the primes 
dividing N. 
1 
I’i= n Pjv i = I:..., t, 
j=l 
Also let 
ro= 1. 
Then for each ri with i = I,..., t we have the corresponding fi-module 
Now each ‘Jr! is a free Z-submodule of O[C”(Nj] of rank \C?(N)l~ Therefore 
the Q-span of Uri is equal to the Q-span of U,i+l. Hence by Property 2 the 
symbol 
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is defined. By the multiplication lemma we know that 
[e-U,,: e-lJri+,] 
is also defined. Therefore using Property 3 we may write 
t-1 
[e-R: e-U] = fl [e-U+ e-Uric,]. 
i=O 
Here we have used the fact that Ur, = Ur= U. Therefore our task is to 
compute the index 
[e-U,,: e-U,,+,]. 
DEFINITION 8.3. Let p JN. Then we define ep to be the idempotent 
e,=~(C,)/IC,I. 
Furthermore if A is an R-submodule of Q[C?(N)] we denote by 
the set of elements of A which are fixed under the action of C,. It should be 
noted that 
LEMMA 8.5. Let aP = ord,, N. Then we have 
(1 -e,) UP =~~p(~-‘)(l - e,) R. 
If r/N and (r,p) then 
(1 -eJ u, =P npck-‘)(l - e,) U,. 
Furthermore we have a pair of exact sequences 
(A) O+ U,“P+ U,+ Y-+0, 
(B) O+ U;;+ Urp+pap(k--l’Y+O, 
where Y= (1 -e,) U,. 
ProoJ This is immediate from the definition of the terms involved. 
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DEFIN~TIQN 8.6. Let tip = the of odd characters x of C”(N) such that 
$J- Y x(a>f L 
P &EC, 
i,e., IFS = the number of odd characters such that pl~f,. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let rlili and p be a prime divisor ofN wirh (pl r) = 1. Then 
[e-W,; eCU,.,] =p (~--liap”p[(e-UI.)C’~‘: (e- ejro)“o]. 
Prooj By the multiplication lemma we have 
[eCU,:e-U,] = [(i -e,)e-U,: (1 --e,jeCU,.,] 
X [(ecU,.)CD: (eCUrp)‘p/. 
Now (I. - ep) e-U, is a free module of rank nP. Furthermore 
(1 - eP) e-U,, =pap(k-*‘(l -e,) e-U, 
by Lemma 8.5. Therefore 
/e-U+ e-U,,] = [(l -e,) e-U,:p”P’k-‘)(l -e,) e-Ur] 
X [(e ~~ Ur)% (e - Urp)cp] 
=P ap(k-‘)nPf(e-Ur)Ct (eCUrp)‘p] 
as claimed. 
DEFINITION 8.8. For (r,p) = 1 define 
I?,,, = (em- Urjcp/s(Cp) e U,.. 
We shall see presently that (e- Ur)‘p 2 (e- UrD)Cn and that the quotient 
(e - Ur)Cp/(e - Urp)‘Q 
is a factor module of B,.,. 
LEMMA 8.9. Let A be an R-submodule of Q[Ck(N)j. Then 
(AUp)cp = s(C,)A +p”pck-‘)(l -A;‘jACP. 
In par-tic&v, if A is free ouer C,, then 
(A~pjC~=AC~=s(Cp)A. 
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Proof: If a E A UP then a has the form 
a=s(C,)b+p Q--‘)(1 - Op) c with b,cEA. 
a E (A Up)‘” iff (1 - eP) a = 0. Now 
(1 -e,)a=p ap+-l)(l -fiP)(l -ee,)c. 
Recall that a,, = A;‘e, (see Definition 6.5). Therefore 
fFp(l -e,)=O and (1 -O,)(l -e,)= (1 -e,). 
Hence 
(1 -e,)a=O iff (1 -e,)c=O. 
In this case 
a = s(C,) b +p”p(k-l’(l - aP) c 
=s(C,> b fp %(k-‘yl -n,yc 
as claimed. Finally, if A is free over C,, then 
AC3 = s(C,) A 
and our last claim is obvious. 
LEMMA 8.10. We have for (r,p) = 1 
(e - Ur)‘p 2 (e - U,,)‘, 
and 
B /papck-“(l -1;‘) B,,, ZY (e-U,)C~/(e-U,.,,)Cp. r,P 
ProoJ: By Lemma 8.9 we have 
(e-U,,)‘fl = s(C .) e-U, i-~“n’~- ‘)(l -A;‘)(e-U,)‘p. 
Hence (e-U,.)Cp 2 (e Ur,)‘“. From the definition of B,,, our second 
assertion is clear. 
We now develop the group cohomology techniques employed by Sinnott 
[5] in order to study the module B,,,. In particular we shall ‘soon see that 
JB,,,l is a power of 2. We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8.11. Let H be a subgroup of Ck(N) such that H f3 C, = 1. Let 
A be an HC, module and suppose that A is free over HCp. Then AC0 and 
(1 - ep) A are free over H. 
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Proo$ This is Lemma 5.1 of Sinnott [5, p. 1261. 
PRo~osmo~ 8.12. Let J be the subgroup of C”(N) generated by S- 1 - OT’ 
r and r’ m-e relotivel~~ prime, then lJ, is a free C,.-m&de; @* in u~~~tiQn 
rr’ i #, then U, is a free JC,,-module. 
PFWOJC We induce on the number of prime divisors of F’. If P = I? then 
U, = R which is free over any subgroup_of C(N). 
Let s be a fixed positive divisor of N and suppose the ‘iemma is true for 
.r = s. Let i: be a prime such that pl# but (P, s) = I. We now make the 
inductive step to r = sp. Let s’ be a divisor of N prime to sp. We wish to 
show that ii,, is a free C,,-module. Let Y= (1 - e,) 15;~. Then as in Lemma 
8.5 we have the exact sequences of R-modules, 
y the inductive hypoth.esis U, is free over C, ,p since (s, s’pj = 1. 
Therefore by Lemma 8.1 l3 @ and Y are free C, ,-modules. Therefore 
P ap(k--LiY is a free C,,-module. Hence 
as C, ,-modules. 
Since (s.p> = I, US is a free C,-module (again by the inductive 
hypothesis). By Lemma 8.9 it follows that 
Therefore 
as C, ,-modules. 
Since (s, s’) = 1. U, is a free C,.-module by the inductive hypothesis. 
Therefore ljsp is a free C,,-module. This completes the inductive step. 
We now prove the second claim. We again work by induction on the 
number of primes dividing r. If r = 1, then U,. = R is free over any subgroup 
of C(N). Let s be a fixed divisor of N and suppose that IIS is a free JC,,- 
module for any s’ such that (s, s’) = 1 and ss’ # fl. Pick GIN with (p, s) = 1. 
We now show that. for any s’ such that (sp, s’) = 1 and ss’p # i?, U,, is a 
free JC,,-module. We have (s, s’p) = 1 and ss’p f # so by the induction 
hvpothesis U 5 is a free JC ,,p-module. Since s’p f # we have 
JC,,,, = Cp x JC,,. 
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Therefore by Lemma 8.11 and the exact sequence (A) we see that e and Y 
are free KS,-modules. Therefore p ap(k-“Y is a free KS,-module. Hence 
usp= U$@pap+l’Y= UF,@ Y. 
as JC,,-modules. As before this implies that 
as JC,,-modules. Finally, since (s, s’) = 1 and ss’ #N we have US is a free 
JC,,-module by our inductive hypothesis. This completes the inductive step. 
We now show that B,,, may be identified with the cohomology group 
fw,, vJ,)“). 
LEMMA 8.13. 
B,,, = H' CC, 3 W') for (r,p) = 1. 
ProoJ Note that by U: we simply mean those elements of U, left 
invariant by K, . Consider the exact sequence of R-modules 
O+ U:+ U,-+e-U,+O. 
The map U,-+ e-U, is multiplication by e-. From this we obtain the long 
exact sequence 
‘(up+ (e-U,)“p -s H’(C,, u;, + H’(C,, U,). 
By Proposition 8.12: U, is a free C,-module. Hence 
H’(C,, U,) = 0. 
Therefore 6 induces an isomorphism 
B,.., ‘v H’(C,, u$> 
as claimed. 
The next lemma enables us to conclude that B,,, is a 2-group. 
LEMMA 8.14. Let r and r’ be relatively prime, and suppose neither r nor 
r’ is equal to 3. Then for all q > 0 we have 
Hq(C,,, U;) z Hq(JCr,, U,) z Hq(J, [IFI’). 
These are Ck(N)-module homomorphisms. Furthermore these groups are 
trivial unless rr’ = iV. 
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PraoJ For the convenience of the reader we reproduce the proof from 
Sinnott (51. Since r # N, U, is a free J-module by Proposition 8.12. 
Therefore Hq(J, U,) = 0 for all 4 > 0. Again by Proposition 8.12, U, is free 
over C,,, Therefore Hq(Cr,’ u,j = 0 for all 4 > 0. Considering the 
inflation-restriction sequences we obtain f?(N)-module homomorphisms 
Hq(Cr,J/J. U;) z Hq(JCr,” Ui) 
and 
Hq(C,sJ/C,,, Ucr’, 21 H”(JC,., U,) 
for all q > 0. Since r’ # # we have CJ = C,, x J. This proves our firs: 
claim. Finally U, is free over C,,J if PY’ f fl by Proposition 8.12. Therefore 
H”(C,!J, U,) = 0 for all a > 0. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
COROLLARY. lB,,,I is a power of 2. 
Proof. By Lemmas 8.13 and 8.14 we have 
B,., v N’(J, w). 
Since jJ] = 2: H’(J, Up) has exponent 2 and order a power of 2. 
We now determine the exact structure of B,,, as a C?(N)-module. For any 
q > 0, and any r let r’ = fi/r and define 
A; = Nq(J, UFr’). 
Let Z/22 be a C?(N)-module with trivial action. 
LEMMA 8.15. If (r, 2) = 1 then A:! z (Z/2Z)e for some integer e. 
ProoJ Since J has order 2, 2 . A: = 0. We must only check that C”(X) 
acts trivially on A;. Since Ck(N) = n[,,PJ C, it is enough to show that C, 
acts trivially on A: for each PIN. Suppose (p, r) = 1, Then plr’ and C, acts 
trivially on UF,. Therefore C, acts trivially on A:. In particular since 
(2, r) = 1, then C, acts trivially on AZ. 
Now suppose p 1 r, Let r = sp. Then 
u,= u,u,=s(c,) u,+p”~‘“-yI -0,) u,. 
Let r E CP. Then 
(r - 1) s(C,) = 0 and (r- l)(l --a,)=(r- 1). 
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We obtain the commutative diagram of Ck(N)-modules 
Taking C,.,-invariants we obtain the commutative diagram 
uy pap+‘)(x- 1) - u?, 
Finally we apply the functor H4(J, ) to obtain the commutative diagram 
But since SY’ # fi we have by Lemma 8.14 
Hq(J, ICJ,“~,) = 0. 
Hence ~Pp’~-“(t - 1) annihilates A:. Since p is odd, and 2 annihilates A: 
this implies that r - 1 annihilates A:. Hence C, acts trivially on A:. This 
concludes the proof of the lemma. 
The next lemma enables us to compute the exact order of A,9. 
LEhlM.4 8.16. Suppose (r, 2~) = 1. For any integer q > 0 we have an 
exact sequence 
ProoJ We first note that 
P ap(k-“(l -ap> u,c u,,. 
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Therefore we have a Ck(N)-homomorphism g: U,+ lJ,., induced by 
multiplication by pQk - I) (1 - ~7~). We obtain the commutative diagram 
0-t up+ ur --) Y +o Y = (1 - 2,) u, 
k IF jh 
Here S is induced by g and k is multiplication by ~c~ik~~‘)~ Since 
P 
t3yp (’ 
rk-‘)o~ i - ep) =~(~-“*p(l -j,,,,‘Q we see that f is given by rnL~~tip~~cat~o~~ 
(‘- “‘“~(1 --I.; “). Let Y’ = Nlrp. Then c’, is free over Cr.. By Lemma 
8.9 we have 
since U, is free over C,. 
Y is free over C,,, by Lemma 8.11. Hence taking C,,-invarian;ts preserves the 
exactness of the above diagram. We now obtain the row exact commutative 
diagram. 
Since rr’ # IV, H4(J. rr? ) = 0 for ail 4 > 0, Apply H’*(J, ) to this diagram to 
obtain the row exact commutative diagram. 
hl 
By commutativity of the square on the far left we have 
Image u = 0. 
This is true because by Lemma 8.15, f maps all of Af: to zero. Hence ,8 is an 
injection, By commutativity of the square on the far right we see that 1’ is a 
surjection. Since h is an isomorphism and 
our claim is proved, 
FinalBy we have the important propositions. 
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PROPOSITION 8.17. Let n be the number of primes dividing r. If n = 0 
then for q > 0 we have 
A;=0 if q is odd, 
A:= Z/22 if q is even. 
If n > 0, IA:/ = 2*‘-‘for any q > 0. 
ProoJ If rz = 0, Y = 1. Then 
U, =R. 
Hence 
A ; = H’(J, RCkcN)) = 0, 
A; = H*(J, R@(N) ) E RCk(“)/( 1 + o- 1) RCk’*” ‘v Z/22. 
Since J is a cyclic group the first part of this lemma now follows. 
Let s I@, s # fl. Pick p I# with (s,p) = 1. Then by the previous lemma 
The second statement now follows by induction. 
We are now in a position to compute [(e- U,)“p: (e - U,,)“p]. 
PROPOSITION 8.18. Let t = the number of primes dividing N. If t = 1 
then 
[(eCUr)CP: (e-U,,)“n] = 1. 
If t? 1 then 
[(e-Ur)CP: (e-UrJCn] = 1 if rp # N 
= 22’4 if rp = fl and (r, 2) = 1. 
Prooj Case 1. Suppose t = 1. Then N is a prime power and fl =p for 
some prime p. Hence r = 1. 
Recall that 
B,,, = H’(J, +I 
= ff'(J,RC'")) if r=l 
= 0. 
Our claim now follows from Lemma 8.10. 
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Case 2. Suppose r > 1. If rp f N, then 
Br,, = 0 
by Lemma 8.14. Hence 
[(e-U,)Cp: (ecUrJCP] = i 
as claimed. If rp = iV’, then 
B,,, = A;. 
NowpnpckPL’(l -/l,‘)Br,P=O by Lemma 8.15. Therefore 
[(e-Ur)Cp: (g-UrJC~] = /.4:1 
by Proposition 8.17. 
i?RoPosr?-ION 8.19. Let t = rhe number of primes diuididing IV. If 5 = i, 
L en +h 
where [.f,] is dt$ned as in Lemma 6.12. 
Proof. Recall that 
NOW 
by the definition of nPi. 
If 2 I# assume that pr = 2. 
The proposition now follows simply from the previous lemma. 
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PROPOSITION 8.20. Let t be as above. If t = 1, then 
[e+R,: e+U,] = 
& ,g. ‘Jr 
x+ 1 
If t> 1 then 
[e+R,: e’U,] = 
221-2 
Ic”oI ,g. ‘Jr’* 
Xfl 
Proox By the multiplication lemma 
[e+R: e’U][R-: U-1 = [R: U] = n [f,]“-’ 
.?’ 1 
(see Proposition 8.21). Furthermore 
But 
SO 
[e+R,: e+U,,][s(C”(N)) e+R: s(Ck(N)) e+U] = [efR: e+U]. 
s(@(N)) efR = Z and s(P(N)) e + U = 1 P(N)\ L 
[e+R,: e+U,] =k ,c iN), n [fxlk-’ [R-z U-l-‘. 
X’l 
Finally 
[R-: U-1 = [R-: (1 -j) U][U-: (1 -j) u]-’ 
= [e-R: e-U][U-: (1 -j) VI-‘. 
Since 
V/(1 -j) Ur H’(J, U) =Ab, 
we see that [U-: (1 -j) U] = 221-’ by Proposition 8.17. Therefore 
[e+R,: et U,] = gxQ, [f,]“-’ [e-R: e-U]-‘. 
The proposition now follows from Proposition 8.19. 
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P~o~osi~ro~ 8.21. We have 
[R: VI = !J if,l”-‘- 
Proo’f: We know that 
f-l 
[R: U) = fl [Uri: U,,+,j. 
i=Q 
We therefore compute 
I& %J I for (r,p) = 1 
[U,: U,,] = [(I -e,> U,: (1 - eP) Ul, U,][U?: UF;j~ 
But U, is a free CO module. Hence by Lemma 8.9 
up = u;;. 
Furthermore (1 - e,) U,, U,. =p”pCk-‘)(l - eP) U,. So 
[U,: Uri,,] =pwd--I)= 
where s,, = # characters x such that p I&. 
The lemma now follows from the formula 
jilp:.‘“‘x-” = n [j-y, 
I: 
9. THE INDEX OF THE STICKELBERGER IDEAL FOR EVEN AND ODD k 
We now prove the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 9.1. Let k > 2 be an even integer. Let N > 0 be an integer 
such that (N, k! 1) = 1. Here I is the exact denominator qf (l/k) 3,. Let t be 
the number of primes dividing N. Then qV,, is offinite index in CR,,.,),‘. 1~ 
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ProoJ: We write [Rz : Y] as a product of terms each of which can be 
separately evaluated 
[R,f:p] = [R~:e+R,][e+R,:etUO][e+UO:S][S: SnR]. 
(1) We have [R+: e +R ] = [2e ‘R: e ‘R 1. Therefore, since R ’ is of 
rank ICk(N)(/2 we have 
[R + : e+R] = 2-1Ck’N)1/Zo 
By the multiplication lemma 
[R+:e+R]= [s(Ck(N))Rt:s(Ck(N))etR][R,f:e+R,] 
= j[Rz: e+R,]. 
Therefore [R$: e+R,] = 2’-‘C”N)“2. 
(2) (etR,:efU,,] =k 2 n [f,]“-’ if t= 1 
I c (WI Xeven 
Xf’ 
if t>2 
Xfl 
by Proposition 8.20. 
(3) [et U,,: S]. Since k is even we have e+S = S. By Lemma 6.1 I we 
have 
s=wu. 
Recall that U is generated by the elements ar with f/IN. 
For f# I 
For f= I 
Therefore 
deg ur = 0. 
deg a, # 0. 
U= U, + a,R 
and 
wU= WV, + wa,R = WV, since wa, = 0. 
We have 
e+S=S=wU,=we+U,. 
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Let A be the linear transformation of e+Q[@(N)j,, given by 
A (a) = wa. 
Then 
[e+U,,:S] =jdetA/. 
Extend A c-linearly to a linear map 
A,:e+G[Ck(N)],-re+G[Ck(N)],. 
The elements e, for x even and x # 1 form a basis for e’ G [@N)], over C. 
Furthermore 
Therefore 
[e+U,:S] =(&A,\ = 
Note that this product is non-zero by Lemma 6.8. 
(4) [S: S nR] = IN’, where s = # of monomials of degree k in k 
variables. This is the assertion of Lemma 5.5. 
THEDREM 9.2. Let k > 3 an odd integer. Let N > 0 be an integer prime 
to k!. Let t be the number of prime factors of N. ‘Then KvT, is ofJinite index 
in R .2’,k. In fact 
if t=l 
Prooj As in Theorem 9.1 we write 
(R-:.5!)= p-: e-R][e-R: e-U][e-U: S][S: s nRJ 
We compute each index separately. 
(1) [R-: e-R] = [2e-R: e-R] = 2’@(“)“’ since e-R is of rank 
! ~kw>l/2. 
(2) [e-R: e-U] is computed in Proposition 8.19. 
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(3) [e-U: S]. S ince k is odd, we have 
e-S = S. 
By Lemma 6.11 we have 
Therefore 
S=wU. 
[e-U: S] = [e-U: e-S] = [e-U: we-U]. 
Let A be the linear transformation of e’Q[C?(N)] to itself given by 
A (a) = wa. 
Then 
[e-U: we-U] = det A. 
Extend A to e-C[Ck(N)] by C-linearity. By definition 
Ac(e,)=w .e,= W’@,,-,~ ex 
“f--l 
for odd x. 
Since the e;s 01 odd) form a C-basis for e-c[Ck(N)] we conclude that 
IdetA\ = IdetA,/ = iid (l~~~~qi’ 1. 
x 
(4) [S: S n R] = N” by Lemma 4.7. 
Compiling the results of (l), (2), (3), and (4) proves Theorem 9.2. 
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